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The Life of Kurt Gödel.” Read that, and then unwind with Edward St. Aubyn’s new novel, “Double Blind,” about a biologist and her friend at a science-themed venture capital firm. It brings us full ...
12 New Books We Recommend This Week
Other notable books this week include Edward St. Aubyn’s ‘Double Blind,’ ‘Permanent Revolution’ by feminist writer Gail Scott and Henry Adam Svec’s ...
Sinead O’Connor reclaims her voice in the memoir ‘Rememberings’
Nick Jonas recently took to his Instagram handle and shared a thrilling excerpt from the upcoming Jonas Brothers' memoir. Read on to know more.
Nick Jonas Shares An Excerpt Of His 'near-death Experience' From Jonas Brothers' Memoir
In her first novel, the author of the acclaimed memoir "After Perfect" writes a wicked satire of a Washington elite whose bloodlines and exclusive status can't protect them from murder.
Book excerpt: "The Cave Dwellers" by Christina McDowell
Netflix went forward and renewed the series for a third part, so do not count on this to be the tip. Additionally look out for beautiful animated horror Trese, primarily based on a Philippine komik, ...
Netflix: 50 best TV series to binge-watch tonight
Avoided Retirement - All of my peers are unemployed except those of us who are writers or engaged in what we call “the arts,” ...
I’ve Avoided Retirement and So Should You
In Sex: Lessons from History, author and cultural historian Fern Riddell aims to 'uncover the sexual lives of our ancestors' through chapters on everything from flirtation to sex toys and lesbian ...
From lesbian poetry by 12th century nuns to 'molly houses' where gay men dressed as women in the 1720s... the VERY raunchy history of sex is revealed in a new book
Sen. John Warner and Elizabeth Taylor were married in 1976, making the senator the actress' sixth husband, and Taylor Warner's second wife. The couple divorced in 1982.
John Warner & Elizabeth Taylor: 5 Fast Facts You Need to Know
List of IAB Vendors 30 of 42 LGBT books - What It Feels Like for a Girl - Paris Lees Particular Books amazon.co.uk £15.32 SHOP NOW Brand new memoir What It Feels Like for a Girl is Paris Lee's first ...
LGBT books - 42 of the best books by LGBTQ+ authors
Longtime Evanston resident and renowned journalist and author Henry Kisor knows a thing or two about challenges. At 3½ he lost his hearing after an ...
Les Jacobson: Henry Kisor: A Life of Achievements
What exactly did deep spirit mean? I’d been viewing it as a state both humans and nonhumans could access, where Rumi lived. One drowned beyond all hope of being found, and none would know him now ...
‘Dear Senthuran: A Black Spirit Memoir,’ by Akwaeke Emezi: An Excerpt
I hear a faint whisper from the Lord as He beckons me to advocate for women behind bars. His voice pops in now and again to nudge me, “Are you ...
I got to talk with Sheriff Josh Frey, advocating for women in our county jail
Here is a rare first-hand account by a foreigner living and working in Japan in the first half of the twentieth century which provides a unique insight into ...
Consul in Japan, 1903-1941: Oswald White's Memoir 'All Ambition Spent'
A deep, metaphysical dive into the multibillion-dollar Kardashian phenomenon, and how a sex tape and some selfies turned an unremarkable Calabasas clan into L.A.’s biggest export since McDonald’s ...
How the Kardashians Took Over the World
Kate Zambreno's process is rumination and frenzy. That's how she completed "To Write as if Already Dead," an homage to the late writer Hervé Guibert.
‘Survival energy’: How COVID-19 and pregnancy fueled a fierce new book
Lafcadio Hearn arrived in Japan on a reporting assignment for Harper’s New Monthly Magazine. Just shy of forty years old, he was a popular ...
Far from the Realm of the Real
This week’s felling of an Egerton Ryerson statue at an eponymous Toronto university, and its repurposing as a memorial for the remains of 215 children discovered in unmarked graves in Kamloops is the ...
Wayne K. Spear: Reckoning with Egerton Ryerson's influence on residential schools
Luca” is directed by Enrico Casarosa — a story contributor on Pixar’s “The Good Dinosaur” — and sees Jacob Tremblay (“Room”) voicing Luca Paguro. Luca is a young sea monster who, along with ...
Summer movie preview
"I was so much older then / I'm younger than that now." Bob Dylan sang those wise words at the tender age of 23, on his track My Back Pages. As he reaches his 80th birthday on Monday, we've decided to ...
Bob Dylan: 80 things you may not know about him on his 80th birthday
Opinion By Samuel Haruna Recently, I had the pleasure of writing the memoirs detailing the decades spent in active service by a retired distinguished senior ...
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